Built for heavy-duty fitness and rehabilitation use, the new TMX58 is packed with user-preferred features including elevation to 25%.

- With a running belt 22" wide by 63" long (56 x 160 cm), and only 7" (18 cm) from the floor, Trackmaster® provides the most confidence building, low profile running deck available.
- The double-sided deck flexes and absorbs shocks, providing a low-impact workout. Our patented Mastertrack® belt alignment system eliminates the need to periodically center the running belt.
- Made in the USA since 1983, Trackmaster® has a quality management system Registered to ISO 9001.
- Trackmaster® is self-calibrating, and has a quiet and powerful drive that handles user weights up to 500 pounds (227kg). Safety handrails are standard as is Polar® heart rate display.
- Trackmaster®'s 25% elevation is the perfect enhancement to your members' incline and lunge training exercise program.
TMX58
Programmable Controller

The TMX58 controller is designed for a wide variety of user preference, from simple “press start and go” to custom workouts with energy calculations based on individual weight, age, gender and target heart rate goal. The controller can be operated manually and also has 5 pre-programmed medical protocols (Bruce, Gerkin, Naughton, Balke-M, Balke-F) and 5 preprogrammed fitness workouts. Additionally, there are 5 user defined, custom programs with 10 stages each. In manual mode, the large, bright display shows Speed, Pace, Elapsed Time, Elevation, Distance, Calories, METS, Heart Rate and Target Heart Rate (user defined). Calculations are determined by ACSM formulas based on user weight, age and gender.

In pre-programmed or user programmable mode, the display will prompt the user to enter required data and will graphically display progress in the mode selected. If fitness or user defined modes are selected, elevation and speed can be adjusted when in use; the medical protocols cannot be adjusted.

- Displays include:
  - Protocol/workout name
  - Stage number
  - Stage time countdown
  - Speed (mph/kph)
  - Pace (minutes/mile or km)
  - Distance (miles or km)
  - METS, total calories
  - Elevation
  - Body weight, age, gender input
  - Elapsed time

- Message center
  - Displays customized information
  - Prompts unfamiliar users
  - Quick programming inputs
  - Diagnostic log, hour meter

- Two built-in accessory holders

- 5 preprogrammed medical protocols

- 5 preprogrammed fitness workouts

- 5 user programmable workouts, 10 stages each

- Dual stop switches and safety tether

- Calories/METS based on user weight, age, gender

- Quick start, speed, elevation commands

- Cool down command

Drive System
Heavy-duty, 4 HP (6 HP peak) drive
208–240V, 50/60 Hz, dedicated 15A service
110V, 50/60 Hz, dedicated 20A service

Floor Space Requirements
33” x 78.5” (84 x 199cm)

Speed Range
Zero start, .1–12 mph (.16–19 kph)
Optional .1–15 mph (.16–24 kph)

All Steel Chassis
Powder Coat finish

Warranty
Domestic—2 years parts, 1 year labor
International—3 years parts
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